
 



CONTACTS, COLLISIONS, CONJUNCTIONS 
 

Abstracts and Bios 
 

Panel 1 

“Global Awareness in An Age of Empire: Shenbao and a Crisis of the Suez Canal, 1872-85”  
 
Name: Haruka Nomura  

Bio: Haruka Nomura received her Ph.D. in history at the Australian National University in 2017, 
with a dissertation topic on perspectives on world politics in the Chinese media in the late 
nineteenth century. She is currently a visiting scholar at the Center for Chinese Studies at the 
National Central Library in Taiwan, where she works on a monograph project exploring the 
intersecting notions of order, empire and the world in late-Qing statecraft writings. 
 
Abstract: This paper examines late-Qing global awareness in relation to foreign trade in Shenbao 
(1872–1949). Operating at a foreign quarter in China’s commercial hub of Shanghai, the 
pioneering Chinese-language commercial newspaper became a new platform for classically 
educated motley elites to express their political and literary opinions. These news writers received 
overseas news items via British information network, and retold them in their own local context 
where the Qing and British Empires overlapped. Consequently, the sense of global economic 
interdependence in Shenbao took shape through the asymmetrical relations among Qing, China, 
and Britain. These writings illuminate surviving and thriving strategies of the Chinese elite at a 
treaty-port contact zone, and remind us of the intertwined histories of globalisation and empire.  
 
An example is the reports on the recently opened Suez Canal and its crisis in 1882 in the newspaper. 
The Chinese writers presented the commercial waterway between East and West as a symbol of 
growing global interconnection for the good of all, with the British commercial empire as the 
righteous vanguard. What the rhetoric obscured was the deepening British colonial penetration in 
Egypt in pursuit of profit, thus the underlying colonial tension in Shanghai. Ultimately, the news 
coverage pointed to the ambivalent positioning of the Chinese press between multiple empires. 
 
 
“The Yunnan-Indochina Railway and Nation-Building Across the China-Vietnam Borders, 
1898-1910” 
 
Name: Selda Altan 
 
Bio: Selda Altan is a visiting assistant professor of history at Swarthmore College, Pennsylvania. 
She received her Ph.D. in history in 2017 from New York University. Her research interests 
broadly include modern Chinese and East Asian history, labor history, political economy, Chinese 
Muslims, and modernization movements and empires in Asia.  
 
 
Abstract: Imperialism has continually been a central theme in the study of China’s transition from 
empire to nation-state, but the questions of colonialism and labor have mostly remained 



understudied due to assumptions that China was never officially colonized, and the country’s 
economy was not industrialized enough to generate a labor movement before the 1920s. As a result 
of this disparity, a teleological perspective positing that China’s modernization might only be 
understood with reference to anti-dynastic nationalist movements has dominated scholarship of 
modern Chinese history. This paper discusses the process of nation-building in China from a 
transnational perspective, and with special attention to cross-border relations, colonial 
interventions, and labor struggles. Specifically, it focuses on the construction of the Yunnan-
Indochina railway (1898–1910), and analyze the railway-related articles of the nationalist Yunnan 
Journal in order to reveal previously ignored encounters among Chinese anti-dynastic activists, 
ethnically diverse railway workers, and French colonialists in Indochina. Based on a careful 
examination of French colonial activities in Yunnan, anti-dynastic rebellions across the China-
Vietnam borders, and Chinese nationalist articulation of the labor question, the paper argues that 
the labor problems exposed by worker casualties, as well as worker resistance in Yunnan, shaped 
French colonial and Chinese nationalist considerations in the region. In conclusion, the paper 
suggests that the Yunnan-Indochina railway, as an embodiment of French colonialism in the region, 
was instrumental in defining the nation both in China and Vietnam as an economic unity that would 
enable people to possess and enjoy the outcome of their own labor. 
 
“A Train Ride through Kurt Weill’s American Imaginary: Technological Spectacle, Nation 
Building, and Émigré Experience at the 1939-40 World’s Fair” 
 
Name: Emily MacGregor 
 
Bio: Emily MacGregor is a Marie Curie Global Fellow at Harvard University, having completed 
her doctorate in musicology at Oxford University in 2016. Her book project, The Symphony in 
1933, explores the genre in Germany, France, and the US as a transnational phenomenon, at a time 
when politics challenged the genre’s Enlightenment narratives of selfhood. She has held visiting 
fellowships at the Freie Universität in Berlin (DAAD) and at the Library of Congress. Her work 
has been published in Critical Quarterly (2012), and is forthcoming in The Musical Quarterly and 
in Musical Biography: Myth, Ideology and Narrative (eds. Chris Wiley and Paul Watt). 
 
Abstract: The 1939-40 New York World’s Fair showcased ‘The World of Tomorrow’. Visitors 
marvelled at futuristic technologies, from televisions to fluorescent lightbulbs. Charting the US 
railroad’s 110-year history, however, the spectacular stage production Railroads on Parade 
revealed such teleological futurism as dependent upon a deeply ideological vision of the past. With 
music by recent German-Jewish immigrant Kurt Weill, Railroads’s technological vision of what 
it meant to be a US American also uncovered a unique cultural contact point where we can think 
through émigré experience and national identity. 
 
With 20 operational railroad cars, a 250-strong company, and upwards of a million spectators 
during the 1939 season alone, Railroads was vast. Alongside the show’s technological and 
infrastructural progress narrative ran a social one, resolving in U.S. unification: ‘Can America ever 
again be rended apart? […] This is the […] end of isolation and sectionalism.’ 
 
This paper capitalises on intensifying musicological interest in Railroads, following the 2008 
rediscovery of the original recording. Building on interdisciplinary theorisation of ‘sociotechnical 



imaginaries’ (Jasanoff and Kim), I argue Railroads allows exploration of how communal identities 
are channelled between past and future, and where music, technology, and mass spectacle intersect. 
The railroad functions as a ‘centripetal’ (Kargon et al.) site of hegemonic nationalist myth-building 
drawing the U.S. together across all four cardinal directions. Yet spotlighting Weill’s status as a 
Jewish exile from Germany complicates the picture. Railroads’s multiple uses and representations 
of technology mediate immigrant experience metaphorically, too. Underscoring Railroads are 
uncomfortable questions about representation, marginalisation, labour, and erasure in U.S. 
histories – and imagined futures. 
 
 

Panel 2 
  
“Reinventing Feminist and Queer Intimacies: The Movement of the Self-Publishing 
Collective in South Korea” 
 
Name: Yeon-Kyoung Lim 
 
Bio: Yeon-Kyoung Lim is a Ph.D candidate in the School of Creative Media, City University of 
Hong Kong. She earned a B.A. in Media studies and a M.A. in Philosophy from Ewha Womans 
University. Her research lies at the intersection of digital humanities, media archaeology, affect 
theory, and gender studies. Yeon-Kyoung’s dissertation research uses digital ethnography working 
on Human-Machine intimacy. Her study aims to explore digital culture in that human beings view 
digital applications as intimate companions, and its impact focusing on a sense of intimacy. 
 
Abstract: I examine how the relationship between humans and digital things has remediated the 
self-publishing movement and how it has contributed to reconfiguring of intimacies of feminist 
and queer cultures in South Korea. Material encounters with the smartphone, its interfaces and the 
Internet have led feminists and queers to publish their creative works in print in South Korea from 
2000s to the present day. Taking an ethnographical approach, I conduct a phenomenological study 
into the self-publishing movement by feminists and queers. I have participated in making an 
independent Queer magazine published in Seoul since 2012. From this personal experience, I elicit 
the broader idea that a discursive continuum between human and digital things reconfigures 
feminist and queer collectivity. 
 
I describe the historical and cultural ground of South Korea, related to the development of relevant 
technologies, laws; the imbrication of power and desire underlying the self-publishing boom. The 
boom has emerged in the form of prints under the influence of new materialism and post-
consumerism, and an aspiration to the self-expression by the young generation in the hipster 
culture. With the rapid growth of the digital industry and institutions, feminist and queer 
individuals and collectives in South Korea are becoming familiar with organizing and 
implementing projects, utilizing digital technologies and techniques. The self-publishing 
movement mediated by digital things often results in exploitative situations, including the issue of 
affective labor. The braided collaboration between humans and digital things, however, gives 
feminist and queer collectives the power to perform feminist and/or queer collectivities in actions, 
and to remediate the old medium through which the collectives produce creative works. In doing 



so, I argue that the self-publishing movement materializes socially marginalized intimacies in the 
form of print in accordance with the increase of intimacy towards digital things in itself. 
 
“Intersectional Activism and Sexual Citizenship in the HKSAR: Evans Chan’s Raise The 
Umbrellas (2016)”  
 
Name: Gina Marchetti 
 
Bio: Gina Marchetti is the author of Romance and the "Yellow Peril": Race, Sex and Discursive 
Strategies in Hollywood Fiction (University of California, 1993), From Tian’anmen to Times 
Square:  Transnational China and the Chinese Diaspora on Global Screens  (Philadelphia:  
Temple University Press, 2006), and The Chinese Diaspora on American Screens:  Race, Sex, and 
Cinema (Philadelphia:  Temple University Press, 2012), and Andrew Lau and Alan Mak’s 
INFERNAL AFFAIRS—The Trilogy (Hong Kong:  Hong Kong University Press, 2007).  Visit the 
website https://hkwomenfilmmakers.wordpress.com/ for more information about her current work 
on Hong Kong women filmmakers since 1997.  To register for her Massive Open Online Course 
(MOOC) on Hong Kong cinema, go to https://www.edx.org/course/hong-kong-cinema-through-
global-lens-hkux-hku06-1x.  
 
Abstract: In 1998, Jeffrey Weeks published an article entitled “The Sexual Citizen” in the journal 
Theory, Culture and Society.  In it, he notes the importance of the conjuncture of the traditionally 
private realms of gender and sexuality, subjectivity, and erotic identity with the public rights of 
citizenship including access to public space, free assembly, equal accommodation, and, of course, 
full suffrage.  During Hong Kong’s 2014 Umbrella Movement, a broad coalition of political groups 
and individuals banded together to occupy the territory’s streets to protest the Chinese Central 
Government’s interpretation of the HKSAR’s Basic Law.  The issue that divided families and 
communities involved the question of universal suffrage and restrictions on the right to run and 
hold public office.  Local and international media galvanized attention on the mass protests, and 
scholars have begun to analyze the movement from various perspectives.  However, although 
LGBTQ and feminist organizations as well as individual women played significant roles in the 
demonstrations, a full accounting of the importance of these sexual citizens to Hong Kong’s 
political development has yet to be done.   
 
Understanding the ways in which gender and sexuality mark identity within the Hong Kong 
electorate provides a point of departure for a fuller appreciation of the role women and LGBTQ 
minorities play in social activism in the HKSAR.  In 1989, Professor of Law Kimberlé Williams 
Crenshaw brought critical race theory into deeper engagement with gender and sexuality research 
through an essay for the University of Chicago Legal Forum entitled “Demarginalizing the 
Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist 
Theory and Antiracist Politics.”   Although specifically addressing the paucity of theoretical 
concepts designed to explore the severity of intersections of sexism and racism in America, the 
concept of “intersectionality” can also be employed in Hong Kong to shed light on the ways in 
which gender and sexual orientation intersect in the political arena. 
 
Films made after the 2014 protests that reflect on the movement and its impact provide a starting 
point for this analysis of intersectional activism within the Umbrella Movement.  Evans Chan’s 



documentary Raise the Umbrellas stands out in this regard because it devotes considerable screen 
time to Anthony Wong and Denise Ho, two popular entertainers who openly advocate for gender 
and sexual equality, involved in the movement.   Collaborating with female cinematographers, 
including Nate Chan and Nora Lam, who, individually made their own films about the 
demonstrations, Evans Chan highlights the importance of the rights of women and sexual 
minorities to the struggle for suffrage and self-determination in Hong Kong.  This analysis of Raise 
the Umbrellas attempts to tease out the role intersectionality plays in defining sexual citizenship 
to better appreciate the importance of feminist and LGBTQ perspectives to the forging of 
democracy in Asia. 
 
“Pop-up Feminisms: Space, Transnationalism, and Grassroot Activism in Shanghai” 
 
Name: Chenying Pi 
 
Bio: Chenying Pi is a PhD student at Cluster Asia and Europe, Heidelberg University, Germany. 
Her research interests include gender studies and popular culture in East Asia. Her PhD project is 
on single professional women in Shanghai, which is also part of the HERA (Humanities in the 
European Research Area) project “Creating the ‘New’ Asian Woman: Entanglements of Urban 
Space, Cultural Encounters and Gendered Identities in Shanghai and Delhi (SINGLE).” 
 
Abstract: The arrest of the “Feminist Five” before these young activists’ launch of a public sexual 
harassment awareness campaign on International Women’s Day in 2015 has greatly disrupted the 
burgeoning feminist movements led by the younger generations as organizations and groups that 
have started to win public attention and support have to renegotiate their relationship with the state 
and even go underground. Compared to Beijing and Guangzhou that have witnessed consistent 
development of feminist campaigns and networks, Shanghai seems less prominent and receives 
less examination. Therefore, this paper zeroes in on three feminists and their small-scale projects 
in Shanghai before and after the “Feminist Five” incident and investigates the strengths and 
predicaments of grassroot activism in Shanghai.   
Based on interviews with the three feminists and participatory observation in their projects, this 
paper first explores the spatial practices of these projects, i.e. how do the projects interact with or 
appropriate Shanghai’s urban space? Secondly, how do these feminists negotiate their 
transnational feminist subject position in Shanghai’s (g)local context? On the one hand, they have 
transnational life trajectories; on the other hand, they navigate through other gender-related scenes 
shaped by LGBTQ movements like Shanghai Pride or female leadership organizations like Lean 
In Shanghai whose agendas are influenced by their western counterparts. Finally, the activists and 
their endeavors are often constrained by their limited time and resources, and some initiatives are 
ephemeral. How to understand and evaluate the resistance in these small-scale, grassroot, and pop-
up feminisms in light of the state’s growing repressiveness?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Panel 3 
 
“Incoming Chinese Intellectuals in Hong Kong in the 1950s and Their Responses to the 
Global Cold War Atmosphere” 
 
Name:  Kenneth Kai-chung Yung  
 
Bio: Kenneth Kai-chung Yung is a visiting lecturer in the Department of Chinese Culture at the 
Hong Kong Polytechnic University. His research interests focus on the cultural politics of Chinese 
intellectuals in the Cold War era. He is currently working on a project about diaspora of Chinese 
intellectuals in the Asia-Pacific region in the 1950s and 1960s. 
  
Abstract: On the eve of the Communist takeover in 1949, a large number of Chinese intellectuals 
travelled to Taiwan so as to evade Communist rule. In Taiwan, they continued their quest for 
Chinese democracy on the island. However, these liberals faced the oppression from the 
Nationalist government. They were as well fascinated by the anti-utopianism that spread around 
the world in the 1950s. Existing literature suggest that most of the Taiwan-based liberals turned 
against socialism in the decade. This study attempts to look at the issue from another perspective. 
Rather than focusing on Taiwan, it examines the intellectuals who sojourned in Hong Kong and 
how they responded to the global Cold War atmosphere. This paper argues that, unlike their 
Taiwan-based counterparts, the Hong Kong-based intellectuals did not develop a fear of 
utopianism. Instead, they even reshaped the content of the Cold War atmosphere according to the 
Chinese context.  
 
“Crossing Boundaries, Changing Lives: African Student Travels to the Soviet Bloc in the 
1960s” 
 
Name: Sara Pugach  

Bio: Sara Pugach is Professor of African History at Cal State Los Angeles. She is the author of 
Africa in Translation: A History of Colonial Linguistics in Germany and Beyond, 1814-1945 
(University of Michigan Press, 2012), as well as of numerous articles and book chapters. Currently 
she is both finishing a book on the history of African students in the German Democratic Republic, 
and co-editing a volume that addresses how the field of German colonial and postcolonial history 
has evolved over the last 25 years. 

Abstract: In the 1960s, Africans from throughout the continent streamed northwards towards 
Europe and the promise of university or vocational education. They went both East and West, to 
the Soviet Bloc and to nations allied with the United States. For those who came from countries 
still under colonial rule, or from recently decolonized countries forging close ties to the US, a 
journey to the Soviet Bloc could be especially challenging. There were no direct paths, and they 
confronted many obstacles to their travel.  
 
This paper will concentrate primarily on the Kenyan and Zambian students who tried to get to the 
German Democratic Republic (GDR) during the late colonial era, and what they went through in 
order to reach their destination. The trip usually involved multiple stops along the way, usually in 



Dar es Salaam and Cairo, and could take more than a year. Their travels show that multiple state 
and individual actors were involved in getting students to the GDR and establishing a transnational 
network of anti-colonial agitation. 
 
“Women’s Liberation in Collision: Comparative Literary Analysis of Ding Ling and Christa 
Wolf” 
 
Name: Yejun (Erica) Zou, King’s College London and the Humboldt University of Berlin 
 
Bio: Yejun (Erica) Zou is a PhD student in German literature at King’s College London and the 
Humboldt University of Berlin. Her doctoral research focuses on the articulation of women’s voice 
and the examination of socialist aesthetics in China and East Germany, in particular in the writings 
by Christa Wolf and Ding Ling. Her research interests also include gendered subjectivity and 
authorial voice in women’s writings, and the relationship between socialism and feminism. 
 
Abstract: This paper examines the depiction of subversive gender roles in the patriarchal order of 
socialist states in the literary works by the Chinese female author Ding Ling and the East German 
female writer Christa Wolf. Through depicting the indecisiveness of a man about his marriage and 
his political duty as a new communist, Ding Ling’s Night (1941) scrutinises the notion of equality 
between men and women by exploring the inadequacy of gender practices in the communist region 
in Northwest China in the 1940s. By contrast, Wolf’s Self-Experiment (1973) was written in the 
form of a scientific academic report which was a male-dominated genre in the German Democratic 
Republic (GDR) in the 1970s. The narrative documents the physical and psychological 
transformation of the protagonist from a woman into a man in a voluntary sex-change experiment 
with the help of a fictional medicine. Through this narrative, Wolf criticises the mechanistic 
understanding of women’s liberation as women becoming the equivalent of their male counterparts 
and thus integrating themselves into a male-dominated society. 
 
Although Wolf and Ding Ling were writing in different cultural and temporal contexts, both of 
them were concerned with the discrepancy between the theory and the reality of women’s 
emancipation in socialist states. Moreover, both authors call for an emancipation of sex oppression 
for both men and women, which they believe can only be realised through a further development 
of socialism. Through a transnational comparison of the works written by these two writers, I 
intend to analyse the debates about the liberation of women in a socialist context and to examine 
women writers’ role in shaping the discussion of gender equality in socialist states. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Panel 4 
 
“Of Contacts, Collisions and Conjunctions: Aesthetic Study and Postcolonial Fiction” 
 
Name: Joshua Lok 
 
Bio: Joshua Lok is a graduate student with the Division of English, School of Humanities, 
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. He completed his Bachelor of Arts (First Class 
Honours) in English Literature and is currently pursuing a Master of Arts in English Literature 
with a focus on the works of Muriel Spark. He has an abiding interest in German philosophical 
aesthetics, especially as expressed by Schiller, Schelling and Nietzsche. More recently, he has also 
developed an appreciation for reinterpreting postcolonial texts from aesthetic and perhaps dissident 
perspectives. 
  
Abstract: This paper seeks to establish aesthetic analysis as an integral approach to postcolonial 
literature, taking attention to form and depictions of beauty to stand for aesthetic qualities. More 
specifically, it reads the treatment of food in Amitav Ghosh’s The Glass Palace (2000) as aesthetic 
achievements that resonate powerfully with postcolonial concerns. That India is shaped by contact 
and collision with the British colonial regime is a matter of course. Yet the tendency within 
postcolonial studies to pare history down to political analysis of power structures neglects the 
subtler nuances and connections between politics and literature. Food seems merely domestic and 
therefore apolitical. But in the play of flavours and spices and odours are the threads of colonial 
enterprises, national histories, independence movements, family legacies and personal narratives 
set in conjunction with food. This paper engages postcolonial fiction in aesthetic study: it argues 
that studying the aesthetic qualities in postcolonial literature does not undermine its political and 
critical aims. In fact, it is crucial to set aesthetics in conversation with postcolonial concerns 
because aesthetic study not only sharpens readers’ perceptions of and appreciations for the socio-
political agendas that condition postcolonial writing but extends and fulfils those very agendas. 
 
“Covering Chocolate: Manuscript Studies Collide with Conventional Wisdom” 
 
Name: Helga Müllneritsch 
 
Bio: Helga Müllneritsch is a Tutor in German Studies at Nottingham Ningbo University, and 
pursuing PhD research in the Department of Modern Languages and Cultures at the University of 
Liverpool. Her thesis focuses on the late eighteenth- and early nineteenth century manuscript 
cookery book as object, its function, female authorship and ownership, and the recipes with their 
variations and their symbolic significance. Her publications in the history of food and cookery 
include ‘The ‘Who’ of Manuscript Recipe Books: Tracing Professional Scribes’, in 
Sjuttonhundratal: Nordic Yearbook for Eighteenth-Century Studies (2017) and ‘The Roast 
Charade: Travelling Recipes and their Alteration in the Long Eighteenth Century’, in Tim 
Berndtsson et al (eds.), Traces of Transnational Relations in the Eighteenth Century (Uppsala 
2015).  
 
Abstract: It’s a common consensus that coffee and tea were consumed in Austria since the 
seventeenth century by various social classes. Chocolate, however, is regarded in traditional 



research as a rare and expensive luxury, only affordable to the aristocracy. Recent studies have 
shed new light on this matter, suggesting that chocolate was spread over all social classes.  
 
Contemporary material artefacts help to shed light on the matter of how accessible, how expensive 
and how common chocolate was for the middle class or Bürgertum. In particular, manuscript 
recipe books show which foods were consumed much more clearly than printed sources. This 
makes them invaluable artefacts for the study of food and social history in general, and for the 
study of the distribution of chocolate in particular. Recipes include chocolate as an ingredient, 
sometimes in large amounts, and instructions refer to multiple types of chocolate-related 
equipment. The way chocolate is referred to suggests a slowly declining status as luxury product 
at the end of the eighteenth century, and a growth into a more and more obtainable food for the 
middle class.  
 
The stereotypical association of chocolate to women and children can be seen as a concept of the 
nineteenth century. In the seventeenth and early eighteenth century, it was a drink for men, because 
of its strengthening character and its prestige. Drinking chocolate, however, was also sold in coffee 
houses and by chocolate makers, and was in this form no more expensive than a cup of coffee; by 
the end of the eighteenth century, it was commonly consumed by servants and other members of 
the lower class. Another reason for its quick distribution across class borders lies in the high 
acceptance of luxury foods and drinks in Austria. In Germany, by contrast, the consumption of 
chocolate was illegal due to its sinful character.  
 
“From Temple Tonsure to Women’s Wig: Selling Racialized Indian Hair in the 1960s-70s” 
 
Name: Jason Petrulis 
 
Bio: Jason Petrulis is a professor of history in the department of Interdisciplinary General 
Education at the California State Polytechnic University–Pomona. His research examines US-Asia 
interactions through the lenses of capitalism, culture, politics, and race; as well as issues of race, 
memory, and the archive.  
 
Abstract: This paper takes an interdisciplinary approach to examining how labour, capital, and 
migration came together in the commoditization of Indian hair in the 1960s-70s. It is a story of 
contacts and conjunctions that links temples in India, factories in Hong Kong, and sidewalk 
peddlers in New York through the entanglement of raced bodies, discourses, and practices. 
Tracking hair across time, region, and ocean, it argues that lived, local experiences of race 
structured global processes and ideas of industrialization, commerce, and modernity. 
 
At India’s Tirupati temple, hair had long been offered by pilgrims, tonsured by hereditary barbers, 
and translated into profit by temple officials – with race and religion structuring exchange. But as 
wigs became an international fashion, Indian hair entered global markets through wig factories in 
Hong Kong and South Korea, where it was again racialized. Foreign wigmakers promoted Indian 
hair as “Caucasian,” drawing on 19th-century Aryan/Dravidian race theory; while US government 
officials briefly halted Indian hair imports under an embargo against “Asiatic” hair – until they 
reconciled older, racial maps with newer, political maps in which non-aligned Indian hair was safe 
for free-world consumption.  



 
To ride the wig wave to industrialization, Indian government officials built a wig factory in 
Madras/Chennai, transforming hair into a signifier of modernity: India’s wig workers were 
displayed in trade publications and on factory tours as part of a global visual discourse of 
(racialized, gendered, and classed) industrialization. Finally, Black and White wig-wearers 
struggled to slot Indian hair into a hierarchy of quality and acceptability: exotic yet familiar; sacred 
and beyond the market, yet affordable and accessible – as Indian hair was never stripped clean of 
its original sources or meanings, whether in Hong Kong or Harlem. 

 
 

 Panel 5 
 
“Dream of the Red Capital: Qu Qiubai and the Promise of Left-Wing Melancholia in 
Modern China” 
 
Name: Yang Hua 
 
Bio: Yang Hua received his B.A. from Lawrence University of Wisconsin and his M.A. in Russian 
Studies from Harvard University. He is currently a Ph.D. student in the Department of History at 
the University of Michigan – Ann Arbor, working primarily on global/transnational intellectual 
history focusing on twentieth-century Russia and China.  
 
Abstract: Sino-Russia encounters in literary and intellectual history remain an understudied area, 
despite the immense significance of Russia as a source of political influence and cultural 
inspiration for modern China. This paper seeks to intervene by revisiting the Chinese left-wing 
intellectual Qu Qiubai (1899-1935), whose tortuous life predicated on a genuine and disoriented 
wrestling with Russia as an inspiring conundrum. I seek to illuminate this event of cross-cultural 
interpretation by unraveling first of all an uncanny dream that visited Qu during his sojourn in 
Moscow, the “Red Capital,” in early 1920s. As an implicit dialogue with Dostoevsky’s Crime and 
Punishment, Qu’s dream narrative bears the seed of his profound suspicion against intellect, a 
suspicion that grows in his other literary experimentations into a creative response to modern 
China’s public enlightenment. I call this response creative as it manifests the power of literary 
aesthetics as a mode of political thinking concerning human plurality. Situated against such life-
long commitment to that enlightenment ideal, Qu’s profound self-despair during the last days of 
his life before execution thus takes on a new significance as a rare instance of “left-wing 
melancholia” in modern China. That state of melancholy, tormenting and agonizing though, 
shelters the promise a defeated Chinese leftist intellectual could possibly embody, a memorable 
promise that finds recognition and reverberation in Qu’s close friend Lu Xun (1881-1936), another 
serious reader of Russian literature and disoriented spectator of the Russian Revolution.  
 
“Re(b)ordering the World: Silk Road Memories and Visions for the Future” 
 
Name: Marina Kaneti 
 
Bio: Dr. Marina Kaneti wears two hats – as an academic and development consultant. As an 
Assistant Professor in Global Studies and Social Impact, Marina’s research and teaching focus on 



questions of geopolitics, borders, mobility, networks, and visual politics. Her current research 
explores the intersection of visual representations, mobility, and prosperity on the (new) Silk Road. 
Her research is supported by the Ford Foundation China India Scholar Leader Initiative, 
administered by the India China Institute in New York, USA and by the Center for Scholarly and 
Creative Excellence at Grand Valley State University. Marina has published in peer review 
journals, online platforms, and encyclopedias. Her two most recent appeared in the Social Science 
Research Journal and Citizenship Studies. She is currently finalizing a book manuscript on the 
political agency of migrants. 
 
As a Senior Manager at the Global Development Incubator (GDI), Marina works on multi-
stakeholder governance, theory of change, social impact, and the strategic design of international 
development and social enterprise initiatives. She is currently co-designing a global initiative 
working with cities and local governments on building their capacities to deliver on the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDG) and 2030 Agenda for Development. Marina completed her BA in East 
Asian Studies (Magna Cum Laude, Phi Beta Kappa) and MS in Social Enterprise Administration 
at Columbia University. She holds a PhD in Political Science from the New School for Social 
Research. For her PhD scholarship, Marina was awarded the Hannah Arendt Dissertation Award, 
the highest academic distinction offered by the New School for Social Research. She is currently 
based at Grand Valley State University in Michigan, USA. Marina is fluent in English, Bulgarian, 
Russian, Macedonian. She also speaks some Spanish and Chinese. 
 
Abstract: Ever since it was officially announced, the Belt Road Initiative (BRI) has been framed 
in the image of the ancient Silk Road, particularly what the initiative’s architects call “the Silk 
Road Spirit of peace and cooperation, openness and inclusiveness, mutual learning and mutual 
benefit.’’  My presentation explores the recent proliferation of Silk Road-themed museums and 
maps, in order to examine how the BRI-Silk Road connection is sculpting a new social and 
geopolitical imaginary. By examining visual representations and narratives of contacts, collisions, 
and conjunctions across the Indian Ocean and Eurasia, I argue that the BRI-Silk Road connection 
speaks not only to questions of the BRI legitimacy and viability, but also has the potential to 
reshape our broader perception of modernity, geopolitics, and globalization.  
 
“Creole Cosmopolitanism and Baroque Art: Cosmopolitan Artist Ming Wong Becoming 
Creole Filmmaker P. Ramlee in Four Malay Stories” 
 
Name: Lucius Liang Ming Wong  
 
Bio: Lucius Liang Ming Wong graduated from the Master of Cultural Management programme 
from the Chinese University of Hong Kong in 2011, and played an active role in Malaysia, 
Singapore and Hong Kong art scenes for several years prior to his PhD studies. From 2007 - 2010, 
he was working as Management Assistant Officer at NUS Museum, a museum focus on regional 
art and culture at the National University of Singapore. At present, He is a PhD candidate at the 
Department of Cultural and Religious studies, CUHK working on my dissertation on 
Cosmopolitan Subject in Artistic Practice: The Case of Southeast Asian Artists from the Malay 
Archipelago.  
 



His Ph.D. research focuses on tracing the worlds of a small, but significant group of Southeast 
Asian artists who have lived and continue to create works mainly outside of their place of origin. 
Specifically, his research engages with the relation between the diversity of their practices and 
deals with unique frames of reference towards concepts of: memory, belonging and displacement 
thereby pertinent to the current discourse on cosmopolitanism and post-colonial debates on 
migrant artists who are from Southeast Asia. 
 
Abstract: Four Malay Stories was commissioned in 2006 by Esplanade (Singapore) Visual Art 
Team under the exhibition titled Labilabu, and it was created in collaboration with curator/artist 
Khairuddin Hori.1 It was also been presented as part of Ming’s solo exhibition titled Life of 
Imitation at the 53rd Venice Biennale at the Singapore Pavilion and was awarded with the Special 
Mention Prize. Ming and Khairuddin had treated the cinematographic films directed by P. Ramlee 
as archival materials which than ‘re-interpret’ and ‘re-evaluate’ by both artists in exploring the 
multiplicity of relational activities by the different racial and ethnic groups in the Malay 
archipelago before independence and the forming of the nation-states. My arguments within this 
paper are twofold. First, I would like to argue against the westernization of Ming Wong’s art 
practices, which most scholars have argued that it has been developed from western artistic 
practices and aesthetic. I will argue that Ming Wong has developed his perception of artistic 
practices within the paradigm of a situated and localized context of Singapore as a vernacular 
cosmopolitan space. Singapore was a creolized island, which than transformed into a regime of a 
Multicultural nation-state by the People Action Party led by a team of Creole Chinese elites such 
as Lee Kuan Yew and Goh Keng Swee. Secondly, the artwork Four Malay Stories reflects the 
multiple nationalist ideologies and the various racially static consciousnesses, which are formed 
by the leftist Chinese as the left-wing Cosmopolitanism, the nationalist Malays that form the 
Muslim cosmopolitanism and the multicultural and elites cosmopolitanism, which formed by the 
People Action Party. These multiple nationalist ideologies and consciousness have created static 
identities that erased the Creole identities that had developed within the Island of Singapore for 
centuries. Ming Wong and his re-interpretation, re-evaluation and re-enactment of the Creole P. 
Ramlee’s film characters will tells us the multiple power relations that had been intersecting with 
each other and it is Ming Wong’s intention to draw all these together in his performance of 
multiplicity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
1 Lenzi, Iola, ed. Alter-Native: Visual Arts Quarterly Catalogue. Singapore: The Esplanade Co. Ltd, 2006. 




